The Mini Commander provides the same reliability and repeatability as PRG’s Commander Console, but in a smaller package. The Mini Commander’s full acceleration and deceleration features managed the inertia of the screens allowing for fluid control, as well as a controlled hard stop. The PRG Mini Commander console is an ideal control solution for many small scale motion control applications. The PRG Mini Commander is an all in one PC with integrated touch screen controls capable of moving up to eight effects and is ideal for concert touring, corporate events, television and theatre. The console provides true time-based control of automation so the operator can, at any time, slow or stop a cue. Operators have control of movement programmable to increments of 1/10th of an inch. Built-in safety features include a prominent E-Stop button located on the front panel. Like the larger version, the Mini Commander Console is used for automated control of closed-loop and open-loop devices commonly used in stage productions. Devices such as electric winches, hydraulic valves, pneumatics, on/off switches and chain motors can be controlled using the console’s software features.

**Features**

- Cue-Based Software
- PC Touch Screen
- Built for movement of up to eight effects
- True-Time Based Control of Automation
- Fluid Movement of Large Scenic Elements
- All in one PLC/CLX
- SIL3 Capable